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In this paper, we establish necessary optimality conditions for a static minmax
programming problem of the form:
min max f x , y subject to g x O 0,Ž . Ž .
ygY
in terms of the right derivatives of the functions with respect to the same arc.
Various theorems giving sufficient optimality conditions are proved. A Mond-Weir
type dual is proposed and duality results are established under arcwise connected-
ness and generalized arcwise connectedness assumptions. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w x w xSchmitendorf 14 generalized Gordan's theorem of alternatives 12 and
used it to derive necessary optimality conditions for the following static
minmax problem:
P Minimize f xŽ . Ž .
subject to g x O 0, 1 O j O m ,Ž .j
x g X ,
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where
f x s sup f x , yŽ . Ž .
ygY
and Y is a compact subset of R m, f is a real-valued function defined on
Ž .X = Y and f x, ? continuous on Y for every x g X.
w xMinmax problems of this type were investigated by Bram 4 and
w xDanskin 6, 7 . These authors obtained the necessary optimality conditions
in the form of Lagrange multiplier rule which was an inequality. However,
w xthe necessary optimality conditions obtained by Schmitendorf 14 were
w xdifferent from those presented in 4, 6, 7 . He obtained a Lagrange
multiplier rule that was an equality rather than an inequality. Later,
w x Ž .Tanimoto 16 formulated two duals to problem P and established various
duality results under convexity assumptions.
Subsequently, necessary and sufficient optimality criteria similar to the
well-known Fritz]John and Karush]Kuhn]Tucker optimality criteria of
wnonlinear programming were presented for various minmax problems in 2,
x3, 5, 8, 9, 17 under different setups, and duality results were also studied.
In all the above mentioned references the authors worked under differen-
tiability assumptions.
w xAvriel and Zang 1 defined the right derivative of a real-valued function
with respect to a continuous vector-valued function called an arc. Making
w xuse of arcwise connected set, as defined by Ortega and Rheinboldt 13 ,
they extended the concept of convex functions to arcwise connected
functions and generalized arcwise connected functions on an arcwise
connected set. Some properties of these functions were also investigated
w xby Singh 15 .
In this paper, we obtain necessary optimality conditions for a static
Ž .minmax programming problem P in terms of the right derivative of the
functions involved with respect to the same arc. In doing so, we invoke the
alternative theorem for the system of inequalities involving nonconvex
functions in an infinite dimensional space as established by Jeyakumar and
w xGwinner 10 . Various theorems giving sufficient optimality conditions are
proved. A Mond]Weir type dual is presented and duality results are
developed under arcwise connectedness and generalized arcwise connect-
edness assumptions on the functions involved.
2. PRELIMINARIES
For a nonempty set Q in a topological vector space E, Q denote the
closure of Q and
QU s ¤ g EU : ¤ q P 0, ;q g Q 4Ž .
denotes the dual cone of Q, where EU is the dual space of E.
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For some nonempty set Y, let RY s p R denote the product space in aY
product topology. Then the topological dual space of RY is the generalized
finite sequence space consisting of all the functions u : Y “ R with finite
w x Ysupport 11 . The set R s p R denotes the convex cone of all nonneg-q Y q
Ž Y .U  Ž .ative functions on Y. Then R s L s l s l : ’ a finite setq y y g Y
4Y : Y such that l s 0, ; y g Y _ Y and l P 0, ; y g Y .0 y 0 y 0
w x nDEFINITION 2.1 1 . A set X : R is said to be an arcwise connected
Ž . 1 2AC set if for every pair of points x , x g X, there exists a continuous
w x1 2vector-valued function H : 0, 1 “ X, called an arc, such thatx , x
H 1 2 0 s x1 , H 1 2 1 s x 2 .Ž . Ž .x , x x , x
w x nDEFINITION 2.2 1 . Let w : X “ R, where X : R is an AC set. Then
the function w is called
Ž . Ž . 1 2a arcwise connected CN function if for every x , x g X, there
exists an arc H 1 2 in X such thatx , x
1 2 w x1 2w H u O 1 y u w x q uw x , ;u g 0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x , x
Ž . Ž . 1 2b Q-connected QCN function if for every x , x g X, there exists
an arc H 1 2 in X such thatx , x
1 2 1 w x1 2w x O w x « w H u O w x , ;u g 0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x , x
Ž . Ž . 1 2c P-connected PCN function if for every x , x g X, there exist an
Ž 2 . Ž 1.1 2 1 2arc H in X and a positive number b such that w x - w x «x , x x , x
Ž Ž .. Ž 1. Ž .1 2 1 2w H u O w x y ub , ;u g 0, 1 .x , x x , x
Ž . Ž . 1 2d Strictly P-connected STPCN function if for every x , x g X,
there exist an arc H 1 2 in X and a positive number b 1 2 such thatx , x x , x
w x 2 O w x1 , x1 / x 2Ž . Ž .
« w H 1 2 u O w x1 y ub 1 2 , ;u g 0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x , x x , x
w x nDEFINITION 2.3 1 . Let w : X “ R, where X : R is an AC set. Let
x1, x 2 g X and H 1 2 be the arc connecting x1 and x 2 in X. The functionx , x
qŽ Ž ..1 2w is said to possess a right derivative, denoted by w H 0 , withx , x
respect to an arc H 1 2 at u s 0 ifx , x
w H 1 2 u y w x1Ž . Ž .Ž .x , x
lim
uu“0q
exists. In that case
w H 1 2 u s w x1 q uwq H 1 2 0 q ua u , 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x , x x , x
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w x w xwhere u g 0, 1 and a : 0, 1 “ R satisfies
lim a u s 0Ž .
u“0q
The following theorem is an easy consequence of the above definitions.
THEOREM 2.1. Let w : X “ R, where X : R n is an AC set. Then
Ž . 1 2a1 w is a CN function if for e¤ery x , x g X,
w x 2 y w x1 P wq H 1 2 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x , x
Ž . 1 2b1 w is a QCN function if for e¤ery x , x g X,
w x 2 O w x1 « wq H 1 2 0 O 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x , x
Ž . 1 2c1 w is a PCN function if for e¤ery x , x g X,
wq H 1 2 0 P 0 « w x 2 P w x1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x , x
Ž . 1 2d1 w is a STPCN function if for e¤ery x , x g X,
wq H 1 2 0 P 0 « w x 2 ) w x1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x , x
w xDEFINITION 2.4 10 . Let w : X “ R and G : X = Y “ R, where X and
Ž .Y are arbitrary sets. The pair w, G is called convexlike on X if for every
1 2 3 Ž .x , x g X there exist x g X and u g 0, 1 such that
w x 3 O 1 y u w x1 q uw x 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and G x 3 , y O 1 y u G x1 , y q u G x 2 , y , ; y g Y .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xTHEOREM 2.2 10 . Let w : X “ R and G : X = Y “ R, where X and Y
Ž .are arbitrary nonempty sets. Let the pair w, G be con¤exlike on X. Assume
that for some neighborhood U of ``0'' in RY and a constant n ) 0, the set
YŽ .Ž xV l Ux product y‘, n is a nonempty closed subset of R = R, where0
V s u , r : ’ x g X such that w x O r , G x , y O u y , ; y g Y 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Then exactly one of the following systems is sol¤able:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .I w x - 0, G x, y O 0, ; y g Y 2.2a
Ž . Ž .II ;« ) 0, ’0 / l, m g L = R such thatq
m w x q « q l G x , y ) 0 2.2bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý y
ygY
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Ž .Remark 2.1. If system II is solvable, then we have
m w x q « q l G x , y ) 0.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý y
ygY
Letting « “ 0q, we get
mw x q l G x , y P 0. 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý y
ygY
Moreover, l g L; therefore, there exists a finite set Y : Y such thaty 0
l s 0 ; y g Y _ Y , 2.4aŽ .y 0
l P 0 ; y g Y 2.4bŽ .y 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.3 together with 2.4a and 2.4b yield that there exist an integer a ) 0
and vectors y i g Y, 1 O i O a , such that
a
imw x q l G x , y P 0.Ž . Ž .Ý i
is1
To obtain the necessary conditions, we need the following conclusion of
Theorem 2.2.
THEOREM 2.3. Let all the conditions of Theorem 2.2 hold. Then exactly
one of the following systems is sol¤able
Ž . Ž . Ž .I w x - 0, G x, y O 0, ; y g Y
Ž .II ’ an integer a ) 0, scalars l P 0, 1 O i O a , m P 0 and ¤ectorsi
i Ž .y g Y, 1 O i O a , such that l , . . . , l , m / 0 and1 a
a
imw x q l G x , y P 0Ž . Ž .Ý i
is1
3. NECESSARY OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
In order to obtain the necessary optimality conditions for the minmax
Ž .problem P , we assume the following
Ž . nA-1 X is an open AC subset of R .
Ž . Ž . Ž .A-2 The right derivative of the functions f ?, y and g ? with
respect to an arc H 1 2 at u s 0 exist ; x1, x 2 g X, ; y g Y.x , x
Ž . qŽ Ž . . 1 21 2A-3 f H 0 ,? is continuous on Y, ; x , x g X.x , x
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For x g X, we define
I x s j : g x s 0Ž . Ž . 4j
 4J x s 1, 2, . . . , m _ I xŽ . Ž .
Y x s y g Y : f x , y s sup f x , zŽ . Ž . Ž .½ 5
zgY
Ž .In view of the continuity of f x, ? on Y and compactness of Y, it is
Ž .clear that Y x is nonempty compact subset of Y, ; x g X.
U Ž .LEMMA 3.1. Let x be a solution of minmax problem P . Then the system
fq H U 0 , y - 0, ; y g Y xUŽ . Ž .Ž .x , x
AŽ .Uq 5Ug H 0 - 0, ; j g I xŽ . Ž .Ž .j x , x
has no solution x g X.
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists x g X such thatÃ
fq H U 0 , y - 0, ; y g Y xU 3.1aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .x , xÃ
gq H U 0 - 0, ; j g I xU 3.1bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .j x , xÃ
Since X is an open AC set and xU g X, there exists d ) 0 such that0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .UH u g X, ;u g 0, d . In view of A-2 and 2.1 , there exist functionsx , x 0Ã
w xa : 0, 1 “ R such thatj
U Uq
U Ug H u s g x q u g H 0 q ua u , ; j g I xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .j x , x j j x , x jÃ Ã
where
lim a u s 0.Ž .j
u“0q
Ž . Ž U .Using 3.1b and the fact that j g I x , it follows that there exist d ) 0j
such that
g H U u - 0, ;u g 0, d , j g I xU . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .j x , x jÃ
U Ž .Further, since x is feasible for P , we have
g xU O 0, ; j g J xUŽ . Ž .j
Ž . Uwhich in view of continuity of g ? at x implies that there exist d ) 0j j
such that
g H U u O 0, ;u g 0, d , j g J xU 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .j x , x jÃ
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 4 Ž . Ž .Letting d s min d , d , . . . , d , we conclude, from 3.2 and 3.3 , that0 1 m
Ž . Ž . Ž .UH u , ;u g 0, d , are feasible points for P .x , xÃ
We next prove that these points yield better objective function values
than xU.
Ž . Ž . Ž U .Using A-3 , 3.1a and the fact that Y x is compact, we can find an
« ) 0 and d X ) 0 such that
fq H U 0 , y - y« - 0, ; y g Y X 3.4Ž . Ž .Ž .x , x dÃ
X  5 5 X Ž U .4where Y s y g Y: y y y - d for some y g Y x .Ã Ãd
Now, for any y g Y, we can write
f H U u , y s f xU , y q ufq H U 0 , y q ua u 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x , x x , x 0Ã Ã
w xwhere a : 0, 1 “ R satisfies0
lim a u s 0Ž .0
u“0q
Hence, for a given « ) 0, there exists d Y ) 0, such that
a u - « , ;u g 0, d Y 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Ã X Y 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .Choosing d s min d , d and using 3.4 and 3.6 in 3.5 , we obtain
U ÃUf H u , y - f x , y , ;u g 0, d , ; y g Y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ãx , x dÃ
Also, we have
f xU , y O sup f xU , z , ; y g Y .Ž . Ž .
zgY
Therefore, we get
U ÃUf H u , y - sup f x , z , ;u g 0, d , ; y g Y . 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ãx , x dÃ
zgY
Also, for any y g Y _ Y , we haveÃd
f xU , y - sup f xU , zŽ . Ž .
zgY
UŽ .Then, because of compactness of the set Y _ Y and continuity of f x , ?Ãd
on Y, we can find « ) 0 such that1
U Uf x , y - sup f x , z y « , ; y g Y _ Y . 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ãd1
zgY
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Ž . Ž .Using 3.8 in 3.5 , we get
f H U u , y - sup f xU , z y « q u fq H U 0 , y q a u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .x , x 1 x , x 0Ã Ã
zgY
3.9Ž .
Since, for any y g Y _ Y , we haveÃd
lim u fq H U 0 , y q a u s 0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .x , x 0Ã
u“0q
ÄHence, there exist d ) 0 such that
q ÄUu f H 0 , y q a u - « , ;u g 0, d , ; y g Y _ Y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ãdx , x 0 1Ã
3.10Ž .
Ž . Ž .3.9 and 3.10 together yield
U ÄUf H u , y - sup f x , z , ;u g 0, d , y g Y _ Y . 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ãdx , xÃ
zgY
Ã Ä 4Letting d s min d , d and noting that Y s Y _ Y j Y , it follows fromÃÃ dd
Ž . Ž .3.7 and 3.11 that
f H U u , y - sup f xU , z , ;u g 0, d , ; y g Y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x , xÃ
zgY
which implies
sup f H U u , z - sup f xU , z , ;u g 0, d ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x , xÃ
zgY zgY
that is,
f H U u - f xU , ;u g 0, d .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x , xÃ
U  4 Ž .UFinally, we choose d s min d , d ; then it follows that H u , withx , xÃ
Ž U . Ž .u g 0, d , are feasible points for P and yield better objective values
U U Ž .than x , thus contradicting the optimality of x . Therefore, system A
cannot have a solution in X.
For any t ) 0 and x g X, define
w x s ytŽ .0
w x s gq H U 0 q t , j g I xUŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .j j x , x
G x , y s fq H U 0 , y q t , y g Y xUŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .x , x
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U Ž .where x is a solution of the minmax problem P . Then in view of Lemma
3.1, we have that, the system
ƒw x - 0Ž .0
U ¥w x - 0, ; j g I xŽ . Ž . BŽ .j
U §G x , y O 0, ; y g Y xŽ . Ž .
has no solution x g X.
Define the sets
V xU , t s u , r , r : r s r and ’ x g X such that w x O r ,UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 j 0 0Ž .jgI x
w x O r , j g I xU , G x , y O u y , ; y g Y xUŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4j j
V xU , t s u , r : r s r and ’ x g X such that w x O r ,UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . j j jŽ .jgI x
j g I xU , G x , y O u y , ; y g Y xU 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
We now prove the following theorem which gives the necessary optimal-
Ž .ity conditions for a minmax solution of problem P .
Ž . UTHEOREM 3.1 necessary optimality conditions . Let x be a solution of
Ž . Ž . Uminmax problem P . Further, let w , G be con¤exlike on X and letj jg IŽ x .
Y Ž xU . Ž . Uthere exist a neighborhood U of `0' in R and constants n s n j jg IŽ x .
UŽ . Ž xUsuch that the set V x , t l U = p y‘, n is a nonempty closed setjg IŽ x . j
for e¤ery t ) 0. Then there exist an integer a ) 0, scalars l P 0, 1 O i O a ,i
i Ž U .m P 0 and ¤ectors y g Y x , 1 O i O a , such that
a m
q i q
U Ul f H 0 , y q m g H 0 P 0, ; x g XŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi x , x j j x , x
is1 js1
m g xU s 0, ;1 O j O mŽ .j j
a m
l q m / 0.Ý Ýi j
is1 js1
U Ž .Proof. Since x is a solution of minmax problem P . Hence, by
Ž .Lemma 3.1, system B has no solution x g X, i.e., for any t ) 0 the
system
w x - 0Ž .0
w x - 0, ; j g I xUŽ . Ž .j
G x , y O 0, ; y g Y xUŽ . Ž .
has no solution x g X.
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Ž . UBy the assumptions, w , w , G is convexlike on X and for any0 j jg IŽ x .
constant n ) 0,0
U
U x xV x , t l U = p y‘, n = y‘, nŽ . ŽŽ0 jg IŽ x . j 0
is a nonempty closed set for any t ) 0.
Since all the conditions of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied, there exists an
Ž U .integer a ) 0, scalars l P 0, 0 O i O a , m P 0, j g I x such thati j
l , l , . . . , l , m / 0UŽ .0 1 a j Ž .jgI x
and
a
il w x q m w x q l G x , y P 0, ; x g XŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý0 0 j j i




U Ul f H 0 , y q m g H 0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi x , x j j x , x
Uis1 Ž .jgI x
a




U Uinf l f H 0 , y q m g H 0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi x , x j j x , x
xgX Uis1 Ž .jgI x
a
P sup t l y m y l 3.13Ž .Ý Ý0 j iž /Ut)0 Ž . is1jgI x
Ž .In order that inequality 3.13 always holds, we must have
a
l q m s l 3.14Ž .Ý Ýi j 0
Uis1 Ž .jgI x
Ž .because otherwise as t ) 0, the right hand side of 3.13 can be made
arbitrarily large.
Ž . Ž .On using 3.14 in 3.13 , we get
a
q i q
U Ul f H 0 , y q m g H 0 P 0, ; x g X .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi x , x j j x , x
Uis1 Ž .jgI x
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Ž U .Letting m s 0 ; j g J x , we obtainj
a m
q i q
U Ul f H 0 , y q m g H 0 P 0, ; x g XŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi x , x j j x , x
is1 js1
m g xU s 0, 1 O j O m.Ž .j j
a m
l q m s l 3.15Ž .Ý Ýi j 0
is1 js1
l , l , . . . , l , m , m , . . . , m / 0 3.16Ž . Ž .1 2 a 1 2 m
l P 0, 0 O i O a 3.17Ž .i
m P 0, 1 O j O m 3.18Ž .j
Ž .Now, l / 0 because if l s 0 then 3.15 yields that0 0
a m
l q m s 0Ý Ýi j
is1 js1
Ž . Ž .which in view of 3.17 and 3.18 implies
l s 0, 0 O i O ai
m s 0, 1 O j O mj
Ž .But this contradicts 3.16 . Hence l / 0. This completes the proof.0
4. SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
Ž .We establish sufficient optimality conditions for minmax problem P
under arcwise connectedness and generalized arcwise connectedness as-
sumptions on the functions involved.
0  Ž . 4Let X s x g X : g x O 0, ;1 O j O m denote the set of feasiblej
Ž .solutions of P .
THEOREM 4.1. Let xU g X 0 and assume that there exist an integer a ) 0,
scalars l P 0, 1 O i O a , Ýa l / 0, m P 0, 1 O j O m and ¤ectors y i gi is1 i j
Ž U .Y x , 1 O i O a , such that
a m
q i q
U Ul f H 0 , y q m g H 0 P 0, ; x g X 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi x , x j j x , x
is1 js1
m g xU s 0, ;1 O j O m. 4.2Ž . Ž .j j
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Ž . Ž .Further assume that the functions g ? , 1 O j O m and f ?, y , y g Y, arej
0 U Ž .CN with respect to the same arc on X . Then x is a minmax solution of P .
U Ž .Proof. Suppose that x is not a minmax solution of P . Then there
exists an x g X 0 such thatÃ
sup f x , z - sup f xU , z . 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã
zgY zgY
Also, since x g X 0, m P 0, ;1 O j O m, we haveÃ j
m g x O 0Ž .Ãj j
Ž .which in view of 4.2 implies that
m m
Um g x O m g x . 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃÝ Ýj j j j
js1 js1
i Ž U .Further, as y g Y x , we have
sup f xU , z s f xU , y i , 1 O i O a . 4.5Ž . Ž .Ž .
zgY
Also, y i g Y, 1 O i O a , we have
f x , y i O sup f x , z , 1 O i O a . 4.6Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã Ã
zgY
Ž . Ž . Ž .4.3 , 4.5 and 4.6 imply
f x , y i - f xU , y i , 1 O i O a . 4.7Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã
a Ž . Ž .Since l P 0, 1 O i O a and Ý l / 0, it follows from 4.7 and 4.4 thati is1 i
a m a m
U Ui il f x , y q m g x - l f x , y q m g x 4.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã ÃÝ Ý Ý Ýi j j i j j
is1 js1 is1 js1
Ž i. Ž .Also, since f ?, y , 1 O i O a and g ? , 1 O j O m, are CN, we havej
f x , y i y f xU , y i P fq H U 0 , y i , 1 O i O a 4.9Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã Ž .x , xÃ
g x y g xU P gq H U 0 , 1 O j O m 4.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ãj j j x , xÃ
Ž . Ž .From 4.9 and 4.10 together with l P 0, 1 O i O a and m P 0, 1 O j Oi j
m, we get
a m a m
U Ui il f x , y q m g x y l f x , y q m g xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã ÃÝ Ý Ý Ýi j j i j j½ 5 ½ 5
is1 js1 is1 js1
a m
q i q
U UP l f H 0 , y q m g H 0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi x , x j j x , xÃ Ã
is1 js1
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Ž .which on using 4.8 gives
a m
q i q
U Ul f H 0 , y q m g H 0 - 0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi x , x j j x , xÃ Ã
is1 js1
Ž .which contradicts 4.1 for x s x. Hence the result follows.Ã
THEOREM 4.2. Let xU g X 0 and assume that there exist an integer a ) 0,
scalars l P 0, 1 O i O a , Ýa l / 0, m P 0, 1 O j O m and ¤ectors y i gi is1 i j
Ž U . Ž . Ž .Y x , 1 O i O a , such that 4.1 and 4.2 are satisfied. If the function
m Ž . a Ž i.Ý m g ? is QCN and the function Ý l f ?, y is PCN with respect tojs1 j j is1 i
0 U Ž .the same arc on X , then x is a minmax solution of P .
Ž .Proof. From 4.2 , we have
m
Um g x s 0.Ž .Ý j j
js1
Let x g X 0. Then, since m P 0, 1 O j O m, we getj
m m
Um g x O m g xŽ . Ž .Ý Ýj j j j
js1 js1
m Ž . Uwhich, by QCN-ness of Ý m g ? at x , yieldsjs1 j j
m
q
Um g H 0 O 0. 4.11Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j j x , x
js1
Ž . Ž .Using 4.11 in 4.1 , we get
a
q i
Ul f H 0 , y P 0Ž .Ž .Ý i x , x
is1
a Ž i. Uwhich by PCN-ness of Ý l f ?, y at x impliesis1 i
a a
Ui il f x , y P l f x , y . 4.12Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i
is1 is1
i Ž U .Since y g Y x , 1 O i O a , we have
f xU , y i s sup f xU , z . 4.13Ž . Ž .Ž .
zgY
Also, since y i g Y, 1 O i O a , we have
f x , y i O sup f x , z 4.14Ž . Ž .Ž .
zgY
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a Ž . Ž .Since l P 0, 1 O i O a , Ý l / 0, 4.12 ] 4.14 implyi is1 i
sup f x , z P sup f xU , zŽ . Ž .
zgY zgY
Ž . Ž U . 0i.e., f x P f x , ; x g X .
U Ž .Hence, x is a minmax solution of P .
THEOREM 4.3. Let xU g X 0 and assume that there exist an integer a ) 0,
scalars l P 0, 1 O i O a , Ýa l / 0, m P 0, 1 O j O m and ¤ectors y i gi is1 i j
Ž U . Ž . Ž .Y x , 1 O i O a , such that 4.1 and 4.2 are satisfied. If the function
m Ž . a Ž i.Ý m g ? is STPCN and the function Ý l f ?, y is QCN with respectjs1 j j is1 i
0 U Ž .to the same arc on X , then x is a minmax solution of P .
Proof. The proof follows along similar lines as the proof of Theorem
4.2 and hence is omitted.
THEOREM 4.4. Let xU g X 0 and assume that there exist an integer a ) 0,
scalars l P 0, 1 O i O a , Ýa l / 0, m P 0, 1 O j O m and ¤ectors y i gi is1 i j
Ž U . Ž . Ž . Ž .Y x , 1 O i O a , such that 4.1 and 4.2 are satisfied. If the function g ? ,j
Ž U . Ž .j g I x , j / s, is QCN and g ? is STPCN with m ) 0 and the functions s
a Ž i. 0 UÝ l f ?, y is QCN with respect to the same arc on X , then x is ais1 i
Ž .minmax solution of P .
Proof. Since for any x g X 0, we have
g x O g xU , ; j g I xU 4.15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .j j
Ž . Ž U .which by means of the QCN-ness assumption on g ? , j g I x , j / s,j
gives
gq H U 0 O 0, j g I xU , j / s 4.16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j x , x
Ž . Ž .Also, strict PCN-ness of g ? , in view of 4.15 , impliess
gq H U 0 - 0 4.17Ž . Ž .Ž .s x , x
Ž U . Ž U .Since m P 0, ; j g I x , m ) 0 and m s 0 for j g J x , therefore,j s j
Ž . Ž .from 4.16 and 4.17 , we have
m
q
Um g H 0 - 0. 4.18Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j j x , x
js1
Ž . Ž .Using 4.18 in 4.1 , we obtain
a
q i
Ul f H 0 , y ) 0Ž .Ž .Ý i x , x
is1
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a Ž i. Uwhich by QCN-ness of Ý l f ?, y at x impliesis1 i
a a
Ui il f x , y P l f x , y 4.19Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i
is1 is1
Ž . Ž .4.19 is same as 4.12 . The remainder of the proof is same as that of
Theorem 4.2.
5. DUALITY
Ž .In this section, we formulate a Mond-Weir type dual D to minmax
Ž .problem P .
Let
a
aG s a , l, y : a is a positive integer, l g R , l s 1,Ž . Ýq i½
is1
y s y1 , y2 , . . . , y a , y i g Y x for some x g X , 1 O i O aŽ . 4Ž .
x a , l, yŽ .0
a
m 1 a q is x , m g X = R : y , . . . , y ; Y x , l f H 0 , yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýq i x , w½
is1
m m
qq m g H 0 P 0, ;w g X and m g x P 0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýj j x , w j j 5
js1 js1
Ž .With the above notations, we introduce a dual to problem P as follows:
a
iD max sup l f x , yŽ . Ž .Ý i
Ž .a , l , y gG Ž . Ž .x , m gx a , l , y is10
Ž . Ž .If for a triplet a , l, y in G the set x a , l, y is empty then we define0
the supremum over it to be y‘.
Ž . Ž .We now establish duality relationship between problems P and D .
U Ž .THEOREM 5.1. Let x be an optimal solution of problem P and let there
U qŽ Ž ..U Uexist w g X such that g H 0 - 0, 1 O j O m. Assume that condi-j x , w
Ž U U U .tions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Then there exist a , l , y g G and
U m Ž U U . Ž U U U .m g R such that x , m g x a , l , y . Further, if for each fixedq 0
0 Ž . Ž .x g X and x, m g x a , l, y any one of the following conditions holdÃ 0
Ž . Ž i. Ž .i f ?, y , 1 O i O a , g ? , 1 O j O m are CN with respect to thej
same arc
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Ž . a Ž i. m Ž .ii Ý l f ?, y is PCN, Ý m g ? is QCN with respect to theis1 i js1 j j
same arc
Ž . a Ž i. m Ž .iii Ý l f ?, y is QCN, Ý m g ? is STPCN with respect to theis1 i js1 j j
same arc
Ž . a Ž i. Ž . Ž U . Ž .iv Ý l f ?, y is QCN, g ? , j g I x , j / s is QCN, g ? isis1 i j s
STPCN with m ) 0, with respect to the same arcs
Ž U U . Ž U U U . Ž .Then x , m and a , l , y gi¤e an optimal solution to D . Further-
Ž . Ž .more, the two problems P and D ha¤e the same extremal ¤alues.
U Ž .Proof. Since x is an optimal solution of P at which the conditions of
Theorem 3.1 are true, therefore there exist an integer aU ) 0, scalars
0 a U 0 m U i Ž U . Ul g R , m g R and vectors y g Y x , 1 O i O a such thatq q
aU m
iU0 q 0 q
U Ul f H 0 , y q m g H 0 P 0, ;w g X 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýž /i x , w j j x , w
is1 js1
m0 g xU s 0, 1 O j O mŽ .j j
5.2Ž .
aU m
0 0l q m / 0 5.3Ž .Ý Ýi j
is1 js1
0 U Ž . 0 Ž 0 0 .Now, if l s 0, 1 O i O a then, in view of 5.3 , m s m , . . . , m / 0.i 1 m
Ž .Also, 5.1 then reduces to
m
0 q
Um g H 0 P 0, ;w g X . 5.4Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j j x , w
js1
By assumption, there exists wU g X such that
gq H U U 0 - 0, 1 O j O mŽ .Ž .j x , w




U Um g H 0 - 0Ž .Ž .Ý j j x , w
js1
Ž . UBut this contradicts 5.4 for w s w . Therefore, we have
aU
0l / 0Ý i
is1
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aU 0 U y1 0 U y1 0 Ž U U U .Let t s Ý l , l s t l , m s t m . Then a , l , y g G andis1 i
Ž U U . Ž U U U .x , m g x a , l , y .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 Let hypothesis i hold, and let x, m be any element of
Ž U U U .x a , l , y . Then we have0
aU m
iU Uq q
U Ul f H 0 , y q m g H 0 P 0 5.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýž /i x , x j j x , x
is1 js1
m
m g x P 0 5.6Ž . Ž .Ý j j
js1
Ž U i. U Ž .Since f ?, y , 1 O i O a , g ? , 1 O j O m are CN with respect to thej
same arc, we have
f xU , yU
i
y f x , yU
i
P fq H U 0 , yU
i
, 1 O i O aU 5.7Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . ž /x , x
g xU y g x P gq H U 0 , 1 O j O m 5.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j j j x , x
U U Ž .Further, l P 0, 1 O i O a , and m P 0, 1 O j O m, it follows from 5.7i j
Ž .and 5.8 that
aU aU m m
i iU U U U U Ul f x , y y l f x , y q m g x y m g xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýi i j j j j
is1 is1 js1 js1
aU m
iU Uq q
U UP l f H 0 , y q m g H 0Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýž /i x , x j j x , x
is1 js1
Ž . Ž .Using 5.5 and 5.6 in the above inequality, we get
aU aU m




i iU U U U Ul f x , y P l f x , yŽ . Ž .Ý Ýi i
is1 is1
Ž U . Ž U U .as g x O 0, m P 0, 1 O j O m. Hence, x , m attains the maximum ofj j
the following problem
aU
iU Umax l f x , yŽ .Ý i
UDŽ . is1h
U U Usubject to x , m g x a , l , yŽ . Ž .0
U Ž U U U .where h s a , l , y .
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Ž .In order to prove the result, we shall show that for any a , l, y g G,
a a U
iU U Uisup l f x , y O l f x , yŽ . Ž .Ý Ýi i
Ž . Ž .x , m gx a , l , y is1 is10




U Ul f H 0 , y q m g H 0 P 0 5.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi x , x j j x , x
is1 js1
m
m g x P 0 5.10Ž . Ž .Ý j j
js1
Ž i. Ž .Since f ?, y , 1 O i O a , g ? , 1 O j O m are CN with respect to the samej
arc, we have
f xU , y i y f x , y i P fq H U 0 , y i , 1 O i O a 5.11Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .x , x
g xU y g x P gq H U 0 , 1 O j O m 5.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j j j x , x
Ž . Ž .Further, l P 0, 1 O i O a and m P 0, 1 O j O m; hence, 5.11 and 5.12i j
Ž . Ž .on using 5.9 and 5.10 implies
a a m




U i il f x , y P l f x , y 5.13Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i
is1 is1
Ž U . i Ž .as g x O 0, m P 0, 1 O j O m. Now, as y g Y x ; Y, 1 O i O a , wej j
have
f xU , yU
k




kU U U Uil f x , y P l f x , y , for each k , 1 O k O a .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi i
is1 is1
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Since Ýa l s 1, therefore, we getis1 i
a
kU U U Uif x , y P l f x , y , for each k , 1 O k O a . 5.14Ž .Ž .Ž . Ý i
is1
Ž . U U a U U5.14 together with the fact that l P 0, 1 O k O a and Ý l s 1,k is1 i
imply
aU a
iU U U U il f x , y P l f x , y . 5.15Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi i
is1 is1
Ž . Ž .It follows from 5.13 and 5.15 that
aU a




iU U Uisup l f x , y O l f x , y .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i
Ž . Ž .x , m gx a , l , y is1 is10
Ž U U U . Ž U U . Ž .Thus a , l , y and x , m give an optimal solution to D . Moreover,
Ž . aU U Ž U U i.the optimal value of the D objective is Ý l f x , y which on usingis1 i
U i Ž U . U a U Uthe facts that y g Y x , 1 O i O a and Ý l s 1 impliesis1 i
aU
iU U U Ul f x , y s f x .Ž .Ž .Ý i
is1
Ž . Ž .Hence, the two problems P and D have the same extremal values.
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Let hypothesis ii hold, and let x, m be any element of
Ž U U U . Ž . Ž . m Ž U .x a , l , y . Then 5.5 and 5.6 are satisfied. For m g R , g x O 0,0 q j
m Ž .1 O j O m and Ý m g x P 0, we obtainjs1 j j
m m
Um g x O m g xŽ . Ž .Ý Ýj j j j
js1 js1
m Ž .which on using QCN-ness of Ý m g ? impliesjs1 j j
m
q
Um g H 0 O 0Ž .Ž .Ý j j x , x
js1
Ž .which along with 5.5 yields
aU
iU Uq
Ul f H 0 , y P 0.Ž .Ý ž /i x , x
is1
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aU U Ž U i.On using PCN-ness of Ý l f ?, y , we getis1 i
aU aU
i iU U U U Ul f x , y P l f x , yŽ . Ž .Ý Ýi i
is1 is1
Ž U U . Ž . U Ž U U U .UHence, x , m attains the maximum of D where h s a , l , y .h
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Next, let x, m g x a , l, y for any a , l, y g G. Then 5.9 and0
Ž .5.10 are satisfied. Therefore, we have
m m
Um g x O 0 O m g xŽ . Ž .Ý Ýj j j j
js1 js1
m Ž .which in view of the QCN-ness of Ý m g ? impliesjs1 j j
m
q
Um g H 0 P 0.Ž .Ž .Ý j j x , x
js1
Ž .The above relation along with 5.9 yields
a
q i
Ul f H 0 , y P 0.Ž .Ž .Ý i x , x
is1
a Ž i.On using the PCN-ness of Ý l f ?, y , we haveis1 i
a a
U i il f x , y P l f x , yŽ . Ž .Ý Ýi i
is1 is1
Ž .which is the same as 5.13 . The remaining part of the proof is the same as
Ž .that under hypothesis i .
Ž . Ž .In case hypothesis iii or hypothesis iv hold, then the proof also runs
on similar lines and hence is omitted.
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